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Abstract
Much of our current research explores differences between extraverts and introverts in their perception and production of gestures in
multimodal interaction with embodied conversational agent (ECA). While several excellent corpora of conversational gestures have
been collected, these corpora do not distinguish conversants by personality dimensions. To enable study of the differences in
distribution of conversational gestures between extraverts and introverts, we tracked and automatically annotated gestures of 59
subjects interacting with an ECA in the “Survival on Jungle Island” immersive multimodal adventure. Our work in developing
provides an initial corpus for analysis of gesture differences, based on Jung’s four personality-type dimensions, of humans interacting
with an ECA and suggests that it may be feasible to annotate gestures automatically in real time, based on a gesture lexicon.
Preliminary analysis of the automated annotations suggests that introverts more frequently performed gestures in the gesture lexicon
than did extraverts.
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comprising more than five hours of dialogue, in a
direction-giving task (Kopp, Tepper, & Cassell, 2004).
These corpora, unfortunately, were not sufficient for the
purposes of our personality-based analyses because the
subjects had not been assessed on personality dimensions,
such as extraversion. Also, for reliable statistical analysis,
we were looking for an order of magnitude greater time of
annotated recordings.
Annotation of gesture corpora has typically been
conducted by hand-coding of the conversants’ behaviors.
For example, a fine-grained approach was used in
(Lücking et al., 2013), with gestural description that
included both detailed body morphology and temporal
phases, termed strokes. In a study of head nods as
back-channel behaviors (Carter & Adolphs, 2008), the
investigators again annotated the conversants’ behaviors
manually. For an analysis of 18 minutes of a television
conversation between two speakers, the researchers
manually annotated, via Anvil, using a gesture lexicon
(Kipp, Neff & Albrecht, 2007). This gesture-lexicon
approach to annotation represented a middle ground
between fine-grained but highly expensive coding and
conversation-analytic but more subjective coding. The
concept of a gesture lexicon raises the possibility of
automated annotation of gesture: if target gestures can be
represented so that they can be identified accurately by a
gesture recognizer, then the process of coding gestures
can be delegated to the recognizer. This approach is
particularly useful when facing tens of hours of
recordings of multimodal interaction.

Introduction

Coordination of gesture is one of the principal factors in
establishing rapport (Tickle-Degnen & Rosenthal, 1990).
For
embodied
conversational
agents
(ECAs),
coordination of gesture remains difficult; while humans
can always be responsive to agents’ behaviors, ideally
agents would also coordinate their own gestures
autonomously to those of their human conversational
partners.
In recent studies (e.g., Novick & Gris, 2014), we
have been exploring the relationship between gesture and
rapport in interaction between humans and ECAs, with
particular attention to the differences in the paralinguistic
behaviors of extraverts and introverts. These studies
examined the differences between extraverts and
introverts with respect to ECA-induced gestures (Gris,
2015) and interaction with ECAs who spoke with
typically extraverted or introverted speech (Brixey, 2015).
We leveraged part of these studies to record and classify
the subjects’ conversational gestures. In this paper, we
describe the purpose of the data collection, our technical
approach to gesture-detection and annotation, and the
corpus generated through two studies of human-ECA
interaction in a multimodal immersive environment, and
we discuss our current research using this corpus.

2.

Gesture Corpora and Annotation

Several excellent corpora of conversational gestures have
been collected. The Bielefeld Speech and Gesture
Alignment Corpus (Lücking et al., 2013) comprised 25
dyadic route-and-landmark-description dialogues. The
D64 Multimodal Conversational Corpus (Oertel et al.,
2013) comprised two four-hour multiparty informal social
conversations. The Headtalk (Carter & Adolphs, 2008)
corpus comprised five hours of dyadic face-to-face
conversational episodes. Researchers have also analyzed
non-published corpora, such as videotapes of 28 dyads,

3.

Corpus Collection

Given our need for a corpus where the conversants could
be classified by personality dimensions and our need to
annotate many hours of data, for our study of differences
between extraverts and introverts with respect to
conversational gestures we leveraged the data collection
for (Gris, 2015) to produce an automatically annotated
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corpus of human gestures in multimodal interaction with
an ECA. We also have non-annotated video recordings
from (Brixey, 2015).
The interaction recorded in the corpus is of
human-ECA multimodal interaction in “Survival on
Jungle Island,” an immersive adventure intended for the
study of human-ECA rapport (Kipp, Neff & Albrecht,
2007). Before each session, the subject completed an
online instrument that profiled the subject’s personality in
the four standard Jungian dimensions: 1
 Extraverted-introverted
 Sensing-intuition
 Thinking-feeling
 Judging-perceiving.
The subjects were students at the University of Texas
at El Paso, primarily lower-division computer-science
majors. Some subjects participated for credit in classes;
others were recruited through posters such as the one in
Figure 1.
The interaction took place in a room 17 feet long by
14 feet wide, where the agent’s environment was
projected on an entire 14-foot-wide wall. The human,
standing about eight feet in front of the projection, was
recorded by a camera that was partially hidden in an
artificial tree at the lower left corner of the projection
wall. Other jungle-looking plants were arranged in front
of the participant to add to the feeling of immersion.
Figure 2 shows the immersion lab with the scenery and
the projected agent. A Microsoft Kinect, which tracked
the human’s gestures and recognized the human’s speech,
was placed on the floor at the bottom center of the
projection wall. We wrote custom applications (Novick et
al., 2015) that manage the speech recognition and gesture
detection and that classify, log, and plot the human’s
gestures on a timeline of the interaction.
For the gesture recognition, the Kinect is able to
recognize 20 major joints from the human body, and these
are used to configure the subject’s position and posture,
which in turn is defined as a pose. Because the positions
of the joints are represented as Cartesian coordinates,
their values will change depending on the position of the
participant, even when performing the same pose. To
accommodate this variation, each joint is triangulated
using a base joint, switching from location of the
Cartesian coordinates to the angles between the joints,
and gestures were defined as sequences of poses (Gris,
Camacho, & Novick 2015). To annotate the subject’s
gestures, each pose was compared with the pose objects
stored in our system’s library, which is an array of objects
that contained relevant angles of joints representing a
pose. For example, a crossed-arms pose used both the left
and right arm joints, so this pose was defined with a
margin of error that accounts for the minor differences of
different people crossing their arms.

Fig 1. Poster for recruiting subjects.

Fig 2. Scenery and projected ECA. In this view, the ECA
is an early version; in the actual sessions, the ECA was
that shown in the images in Figure 1. The video camera
was placed behind the small tree at the lower left of the
screen, and the Kinect is visible as the small dark area
below the center of the projection.
The poses in the library were defined with the UTEP
gesture tool (Gris, Camacho, & Novick 2015). For the
“Jungle” sessions, the library contained four
“task-related” (i.e., iconic) gesture (defined by 7 poses)
and “background” (i.e., beat and deictic) gestures (defined
by 13 poses), as described in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the gesture tool capturing an instance
of the task-related high-five gesture. Figures 4a and 4b
show anonymized examples of a task-related gesture
(spear throw) and background gesture (crossed arms),
respectively, from frames from the actual video

1

The first author notes with relief that, based on this test,
his own personality type is commonly described as
making him one of the “benevolent 'pedagogues' of
humanity.”
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usable recordings and annotations for 59 of these, ranging
from 33.5 to 52 minutes each. The average session
recording is just under 41 minutes. The total corpus of
recordings is 37 hours and 29 minutes.

recordings of two subjects.
The study in (Gris, 2015) focused on iconic gestures,
and these were tracked by the system to generate the
ECA’s responses. The study did not use the background
gestures for the interaction, but our system recorded,
classified, and logged them for analysis of gestures with
respect to personality differences. An analysis of the
iconic gestures indicates that the automated recognition
was accurate, on average, 59.4% of the time, with
recognition rates for the seven separate gestures ranging
from 25.0% to 77.8%.
Description

Gesture
Task-related
Lift-hand*

Stretch arm in front with hand open; subject
grabs agent’s hand
A hand above the other to rub sharply;
subject lights fire by striking kindling
Lift arm L-shaped; detected when fishing

Striking
Spear throw*
Ventilate*

Fig 4a. Frame of corpus video, showing subject
performing task-related “spear throw” gesture.

Lift forearm and move open hand side to
side; used to reanimate fire with either right
or left hand

Background
Arms up
High-five*

Normal stance

Detected when subject tries to signal
helicopter
Detected when agent celebrates with subject
by simulating slapping subject’s hand high
in the air
Arms on the side

Hands on hip
Crossed arms
Touch
shoulder*
Hands together
Hand on head
Balancing

#

Hand to opposite shoulder
Holding hands together in front

Fig 4b. Frame of corpus video, showing subject
performing background “crossed arms” gesture.

Touching face or head
Detected when walking on a tree-trunk
bridge

The subjects’ personality profiles indicated that
subjects included 32 extraverts, 24 introverts, and 3
persons with balanced extraversion-introversion scores.
The minimum score was -67%, the maximum was 75%,
the mean was 4.36%, and the standard deviation was
35.09%. Figure 5 presents a distribution histogram of the
extraversion-introversion scores.
The automated annotations of gestures indicated that
the subjects performed a total of 13,899 instances of
gestures in the lexicon. Perhaps counter-intuitively,
introverts performed, on average, 281.4 gestures per
session, far more than the extraverts, who performed, on
average, 223.3 gestures per session. The ranges of gesture
frequency, though, were quite similar, as indicated by the
summary data in Table 2.

Table 1. Gesture lexicon. * represents two poses, with
either right or left arm/hand. # represents three poses, with
either right, left, or both hands.

4.
Fig 3. Using the UTEP gesture tool to capture an instance
of the task-related “high five” gesture. The highlighted
arms in the schematic human figure at left indicate that
only the arms are being tracked for this definition, so that
the gesture can be recognized independently of the
position of the other parts of the subject’s body.
The “Jungle” study had 80 subjects, and we obtained

Discussion

Our work in developing this corpus provides an initial
body of recordings for analyzing gesture differences
between extraverts and introverts when interacting with
an ECA. And because our pre-session survey covered all
four Jung personality-type dimensions, it would be
possible to analyze the subjects’ gestures with respect to
26

differences in the sensing-intuition, thinking-feeling, and
judging-perceiving dimensions as well. Our work also
demonstrated an initial feasibility for automatic real-time
annotation of gestures based on a gesture lexicon, which
should enable analysis of much more extensive gesture
corpora.

video recordings to the gesture logs. However,
significantly increasing the size of the gesture lexicon
might lead to lower recognition rates.
Another serious concern involves the potential for
correlation between gestures in the lexicon and the
system’s recognition rate. We had observed for the
task-related gestures that the recognition rate ranged from
about 25% to over 75%. Because these differences in
recognition appears to be systematic, analysis of gesture
counts and frequencies could be systematically skewed.
That is, gestures with lower recognition rates could be
under-reported relative to gestures with higher
recognition rates. The extent of this skew could be
estimated by comparing the automated gesture logs with
manual annotations from the video recordings. But
because our analysis is based on the automated gesture
annotations, which had high error rates for some of the
gestures, drawing more solid conclusions will depend on
significant improvement in the reliability of the gesture
recognizer.
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Fig 5. Distribution histogram of subjects’ scores on the
extraversion-introversion scale. Scores shown are
differences of extraversion – introversion scores. Low
scores indicate introversion, and high scores indicate
extraversion.
Extraverts

Introverts

Combined

N

32

24

56

Min

61

41

41

Max

873

840

873

Mean

223.3

281.4

248.2

Total

7146

6753

13899

5.

Conclusion

In developing this corpus, we sought to enable analysis of
the paralinguistic behaviors of participants interacting
with our agent, and to measure how these behaviors
correlate with rapport-building between humans and
agents for both extraverts and introverts. The corpus
contains 37-and-a-half hours of full-body, standing,
nonverbal behaviors, generally normal, unconscious
gestures (denominated as “background gestures”) and
poses over a relatively long period of interaction. Our
recognition system automatically annotated gestures from
a lexicon of 20 gestures, but recognition accuracy,
evaluated for the “task-related” gestures, ranged from 25
to 78 percent. Preliminary analysis of the automated
annotations suggests that introverts more frequently
performed gestures in the gesture lexicon than did
extraverts.
A key challenge in building rapport through
coordination of gestures is that, if done mechanically, the
process can become apparent to the human, leading to a
misconception that the agent is in fact an avatar and that
the human can control the agent’s movement directly. A
related challenge involves the gestural production that
amounts to direct mimicry, in which subtlety is lost and
the human’s awareness of the agent’s limited gesture set
can lead to a perceived state of system malfunction or
even mockery. Accordingly, this corpus forms an initial
step toward a pose and gesture library, and a gesture
generation system using the library that appropriately
coordinates gestures in real time, for both extraverts and
introverts. Through understanding the frequency, type,
and amplitude of gestures that humans unconsciously
perform with agents we can improve the paralinguistic
behavioral models of our agents, creating realistic, more
natural behavioral sets that react appropriately to people.

Table 2. Summary data of gestures recognized.
However, our results are subject to several
limitations, some of which are serious. One of those
limitations is corpus synchronicity: while the automated
tools and the agent sensors logged each event with a
precision up to a millisecond, the additional
high-definition video camera could not be started
concurrently, leading to an offset between video, depth
perception, and speech and gesture recognition logs.
Fortunately, we were able to correct this manually.
Also, the design of the immersion space presented an
illumination problem, especially for darker scenes where
the subject’s silhouette is not visible for short periods of
time. Fortunately, the Kinect sensor performs its depth
analysis through the use of infrared light, which meant
that the gesture recognition was not affected even though
validation via the video recordings was more difficult.
More serious, the lexicon of the poses/gestures
detected by the system is limited. Our current library
includes generally described gestures (e.g., a hand on the
head), so if the subject performed another gesture (e.g.,
kneeling down) the system would not be able to recognize
it. This could be addressed by adding additional
poses/gestures to the lexicon, based on comparison of the
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